iTeach™
The Visual Layout Function
The Only Pre-Programmed Dot Peen Marker!

Using the tip as a pointer......
simply “jog” the machine to define the text path

• No prints or part dimensions required
• No measuring or layout tools needed
• No programming experience necessary

It really is that simple!

MARK TEXT ON A RADIUS

1. Just touch any 3 points along an arc or hole and the machine will automatically figure out the radius, starting / ending angles and place the text perfectly on this radius.

MARK TEXT ON A ANGLE

2. Just touch any 2 points along the angle/edge and the machine will automatically figure out the angle and place the text perfectly along this angle.

MARK TEXT WITHIN A DEFINED AREA

3. Just touch 2 opposite corners of a rectangle and the machine will automatically fit the text (both height & width) within this rectangle.

MARK TEXT IN SEVERAL DEFINED LOCATIONS

4. Just touch one point per line of text to define the starting point of your text line and the machine will automatically set the X-Y position for the line.
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